Looking for some good ‘talent’ for your show?
Thea O’Connor is an experienced and engaging presenter who’s happy to talk on your
radio, TV or podcast show, about all things health and work.
She is a:
 Health writer, speaker and coach,
specialising in Personal Sustainability
 Naptivist and Founder of NapNow:
(napnow.net.au) agitating to have the
powernap normalised in our work
culture.
 Creator of Inner Cosmetics:
(innercosmetics.com.au) a body image
program for young girls.
All of her work is aimed at creating body-honouring cultures – at a time when our body
intelligence has never been so low – so we can all thrive.
Ask Thea about the latest article she’s written for a current, researched topic
that’s ready to go. Here are some more suggestions.
10 Media Talk Topics
1. Why we need to Re-humanise our Work Ethic. Ever since the industrial revolution,
which wiped napping out of our daily routine, humans have been organising their working day
around machines. The result? A linear, work longer and harder approach to getting more
work done. The problem is, the ‘internal operating systems’ of the human body-mind aren’t
linear – they are all based on cycles that ebb and flow. If we did fashion a working day around
the natural design of human beings, what would it look like?
2. Are we in the middle of another GFC – A Great Fatigue Crisis? Sleep scientists can’t
agree on whether we are getting enough sleep, or whether we are getting less sleep than our
forebears as a result of technology and electricity. But there’s no doubt that large chunks of
people are complaining about tiredness and fatigue. Thea can talk about:
• What proportion of the population is energetically speaking, ‘in the red’ – children,
teenagers and adults?
• How much sleep do we actually need and how can you tell?
• What matters more – quality, quantity or consistency?
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3. The Afternoon Slump: Is it inevitable? While a dip in alertness is programmed into our
24-hour biological rhythms, there are ways we can influence the size of it. Thea offers 3 ways
to minimise the dreaded post-lunch dip and boost your afternoon efficiency.
4. White Collar Fatigue. It’s common, insidious and dangerous, but largely denied. Thea can
explain how tiredness and fatigue affect knowledge workers’ critical resources - such as the
ability to focus on what’s important, higher-order decision-making, or creative thinking. What
are some anti-dotes to white collar fatigue? And how do you know if you are ‘fit for work’? or
really should go home and sleep!
5. Working in tune with your 24 hour Biological Rhythms. Our circadian rhythms, which
are biological rhythms that repeat themselves every 24 hours, cause natural fluctuations in our
daily energy and alertness. How can we work in tune with these to experience enhanced
energy and focus during a working day?
6. Principles of Personal Sustainability: How can humans ensure a sustainable supply of
renewable energy to keep their personal batteries charged, long term? And what happens
when we over-rely on non-renewable sources of energy in the form of sugar, coffee or stress?
Drawing on what we can learn from the experience of human burnout as well as our planet’s
current energy challenge, Thea offers three principles of sustainable energy management that
we can apply to our personal and professional lives.
7. How does the Internet affect our body and brain? Technology has become a central and
valuable part of our lives, but its use entails some serious risks to body and brain. Thea offers
practical ways to take care of our health and our bodies while enjoying the many benefits of
ICT.
• Multi-tasking: how does it affect the brain? What can we do instead?
• Sedentary Death Syndrome: your office chair is lethal – exactly how much sitting is ‘deadly’?
• Email Apnoea: how texting and typing changes our breathing into an unhealthy pattern.
8. Health Habits. Many of us know what we “should” do for better health, but just don’t seem
to be able to make it happen in our already busy lives. We think that if only we had more will
power, we’d succeed. Thea can explain why habits can be so hard to change, and why it takes
much more than discipline to sustain new behaviours. She can offer listeners 4 of the most
critical factors that help people establish health habits that last.
9. Five ways to boost your health and productivity today.
During a busy working day it’s easy to regard the body and it’s needs as an interference with
our economic success. However, health and productivity are 2 sides of the same coin. Thea will
outline 5 ways you can take better care of your health that will also make you more effective at
work.
10. Everything you ever wanted to know about The Powernap:
• What are the proven benefits? ~ Can Napping be dangerous? ~ How to use it effectively in a
working day. ~ Why timing is everything – time of day and well as nap duration. ~ How
naps of different lengths have different effects, especially on memory. ~ How the health
benefits of the powernap compare to the longer siesta. ~ Can everyone nap? ~ Can you
convince your boss it’s a good idea? ~ Critical Success Factors for a Nap-Friendly
Workplace.
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